
A&E 
Brand Overview: 
A&E  leads the cultural conversation through high-quality, thought-provoking content with a unique point of view. 
Our mix of disruptive nonfiction tells stories that both entertain AND make an impact.   
 
Our Audience: our target demographic is P25-54 and we need shows that have co-viewing potential.  
 
Key elements we look for in an A&E show: 
 

• First or best. 
Shows need to either be the final statement in a genre—a so called “genre killer” OR they need to 
innovate and be the first to market where others scramble to catch up.  

• Storytelling with IMPACT. 
Answer “why A&E?” and “why now?” for any given show. Has a cultural touchpoint that taps into a 
conversation or creates one while remaining entertainment-forward. 

• Authenticity and Transparency. 
Our goal is “anti-reality.” Audiences wants the real deal. Transparency in storytelling and production is 
essential. 

• Provocative. 
Lean in, immersive, makes you nervous or uncomfortable, is surprising (in subject and/or execution). Edge 
of your seat experience.  

• Change the Game. 
Raise the bar on what is possible. Current environment demands bold, fresh thinking. Ideas that can self-
promote and break through clutter on concept/title alone.  
 

Content Priorities: 
 

• Big, loud and broad. 
Shows that have an immediate hook or culturally relevant name, topic or issue. Nothing super niche. 

• Still looking for Live. 
We are the leaders in Live and will continue to innovate. We are in 4 genres already and continue to look 
for others that can be done live – but only if live is additive or bigs up the concept in some way.  

• Entertainment forward. 
Looking for loud, provocative formats or doc series that lead with entertainment. The viewer experience 
should be lean in – not anxiety provoking. Edge is better than dark. We can have some fun, go on ride, or 
do a crazy social experiment. But the viewing experience shouldn’t be a downer. 

• Seeking diversity. 
Would love to see some new faces on A&E. We’re looking for new talent and characters from all races, 
creeds and cultures. Ideas should be entertainment forward, not earnest or political. 

• Explosive, finger on the pulse, culture changing documentary series. 
We’re looking for our next signature event series that is premium, provocative, current/relevant, and 
forward moving (as opposed to retrospective). Prefer not to dive into religion, cults or politics. Should have 
an instantly recognizable name, hook or topic. 
 

 
 


